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Abstract. Sufficient conditions are given for a function <jJ : JRM --+ JRM to be accretive 
with respect to the norm lt1ll := L::f!1 luil· Generalizations are also considered. A family 
of linear elliptic differential operators of second order are m-accretive with respect to that 
norm. The standard theory of semigroups of nonlinear contractions can then be applied to 
a class of nonlinear systems of partial differential equations of reaction-diffusion type. 

Introduction. This paper deals with nonlinear systems of partial differential 
equations of the form 

du ... ( ... ) L ... !... {1) dt +cpu + u = ' 

where i1: n( c JRN) --+ JRM (N, M 2:: 1), rp: JRM --+ JRM' f: n--+ JRM' and L belongs 
to a family of linear elliptic differential operators of second order in divergence form. 

Sufficient conditions are given for rp to be accretive with respect to the non
Euclidean norm iuh := E:1 iud {with i1 := {ui. ... , UM) E JRM). For instance, for 
M = 3 we have the case of antisymmetric pairwise intemction: 

( 

J.Lu ( ul) + J.1.12( u1, u2) + J.l13( u1. u2) ) 

rp( u) := - J.l12( UI. U2) + J.l22( U2) + J.l23( U2, U3) , 

- J.1.13(u1, u2)- J.1.23(u2, u3) + J.1.33(u3) 

{2) 

where J.lii : lR --+ lR and J.lij JR2 --+ lR { i, j 1,2,3, i < j). If the J.lii's are 
nondecreasing and 

{ 
Vry E lR, J.lij(·,TJ) 

v~ E JR, J.lij{~, ·) 

is nondecreasing, 

is nonincreasing, 

then rp is accretive, actually also T-accretive. 

{3) 

If the - signs are replaced by +, we get the case of symmetric pairwise intemction. 
Here rp is accretive if the J.lii 's are nondecreasing and 

{ 
Vry E lR, J.lij(·,TJ) 

v~ E JR, J.Lij(~, ·) 
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is nondecreasing, 

is nondecreasing. 
{4) 


